
  

   

BOTTLE FLIPPING, DABBING, GUM 

CHEWING! BY JAKE AND KARL 

LOOK AT MY DAB! 

In our school, there is an annoying 

craze … it is called … dabbing!  

This is a dance move that most 

school children use. This move 

consists of having the back of one of 

your hands on your forehead and 

the other arm extended out in the 

same direction. (See image below.) 

 

It is annoying because everyone 

does it for everything! If they get an 

answer right … they dab. If someone 

says their name … they dab. If 

someone breathes … they dab! 

It started when a viral video on 

YouTube which got passed down to 

other social sights of a basketball 

player from the NBA dabbed when 

he did a slam dunk and now football 

player called Pogba who did it for a 

celebration when he scored a goal. 

And now there is a song about 

dabbing called look at my dab. 

It is a mystery why this move has 

become so popular. Whilst some 

think it is funny, I’m sure teachers 

find it annoying… DAB! 

FLIPPING, FLIPPING BOTTLE FLIPPING! 

Also, our school has another annoying 

craze … called bottle flipping.! 

Bottle flipping is when you flip a bottle 

and try to land it flat. (See instructions 

below.)  

 

 

Our school is trying to ban this annoying 

but addictive trend, because when the 

teachers are trying to teach, students 

bottle flip.  

This trend was started when a teenager at 

his school talent show flipped a bottle; he 

landed it straight away and the crowed 

went crazy! 

Also, Bottle flipping has become a famous 

trend because a famous group of 

YouTubers called ‘Dude Perfect’ did it and 

they have over 15 million subscribers. 

 Their bottle flipping video got over 50 

million views! 

This annoying trend will continue to 

irritate because … a successful bottle flip 

is always followed by (yes, you’ve guessed 

it) … a DAB! 

“ARE YOU CHEWING” 

The last Cardinal Wiseman annoying 

addiction is that … everyone chews 

chewing gum. 

It happens every single day in every 

single class in every single school in 

every single country on every single 

planet in every single galaxy … where 

there are school children. 

When students get caught in class, 

they pretend to put it in the bin. But 

really, they don’t (but don’t tell the 

teachers that) or, if they do, they just 

pop another one back into their 

mouth when they get back to their 

seat. 

The very worst thing about chewing 

gum is that when the gum loses is 

fantastic flavour, some horrible 

people decided to dispose of the 

gum UNDER THE TABLE! This 

disgusting habit is annoying for the 

care taker and shows a complete lack 

of respect for school property. 

Even though, it may be fun to blow 

bubbles, gum needs to go! 

 


